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The transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics is applied to the “interaction-free” mea-
surement scenario of Elitzur and Vaidman and to the Quantum Zeno Effect version of the mea-
surement scenario by Kwiat, et al. It is shown that the non-classical information provided by the
measurement scheme is supplied by the probing of the intervening object by incomplete offer and
confirmation waves that do not form complete transactions or lead to real interactions.
Introduction
The transactional interpretation of quantum
mechanics[1] is an explicitly nonlocal and relativistically
invariant alternative to the Copenhagen interpretation.
It requires a “handshake” between retarded waves (ψ)
and advanced waves (ψ∗) for each quantum event or
“transaction” in which energy, momentum, angular mo-
mentum, and other conserved quantities are transferred.
The transactional interpretation offers the advantages
over its alternatives that (1) it is actually “visible” in the
formalism of quantum mechanics, (2) it is economical,
involving fewer independent assumptions than its rivals,
(3) it is paradox-free, resolving all of the paradoxes
and counter-intuitive aspects of standard quantum
theory including nonlocality and wave function collapse,
(4) it does not give a privileged role to observers or
measurements, and (5) it permits the visualization of
quantum events.
In the original 1986 publication of the transactional
interpretation[1], all of the then-prevailing quantum
paradoxes were analyzed, including Renninger’s Paradox,
EPR, Schro¨dinger’s Cat, and Wheeler’s Delayed Choice.
In this paper, we will apply the transactional interpreta-
tion to the “interaction-free” measurement schemes, de-
vised since the transactional interpretation papers were
published, which are demonstrations of another non-
classical quantum effect.
The Elitzur and Vaidmann Interaction-Free
Measurement
In 1993 Elitzur and Vaidmann[2] (EV) showed a sur-
prised physics community that quantum mechanics per-
mits the use of light to examine an object without a single
photon of the light actually interacting with the object.
The EV thought-experiment requires only the possibility
of an interaction. In their paper[2] Elitzur and Vaidmann
discuss their scenario in terms of the standard Copen-
hagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, in which the
interaction-free result is rather mysterious, particularly
since the measurement permits “knowledge” that is not
FIG. 1: Mach Zender Interferometer with both beam paths
open.
available classically. They also considered their scenario
in terms of the Everett-Wheeler or “many-worlds” inter-
pretation of quantum mechanics. Considering the latter,
they suggest that the information indicating the presence
of the opaque object can be considered to come from
an interaction that occurs in a separate Everett-Wheeler
universe and to be transferred to our universe through
the absence of interference. In the present paper, we will
examine the same scenario in terms of the transactional
interpretation and will provide a more plausible account
of the physical processes behind two types of interaction-
free measurements.
We will begin by reviewing the original EV interaction-
free scenario. The basic apparatus used is a Mach-Zender
interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1. Light from a light
source L goes to a 50%-50% beam splitter S1 that divides
incoming light into two possible paths or beams. These
beams are deflected by 450 mirrors A and B, so that
they meet at a second beam splitter S2, which recom-
bines them by another reflection or transmission. The
combined beams from S2 then go to the photon detec-
tors D1 and D2.
The Mach-Zender interferometer has the characteris-
tic that, if the paths from S1 to S2 via A and B have
precisely the same path lengths, the superimposed waves
from the two paths are in phase at D1 and out of phase
at D2. This is because with beam splitters like S1 and
S2, an emerging reflected wave is always 90
0 out of phase
2FIG. 2: Mach Zender Interferometer with one beam path
blocked.
with the corresponding transmitted wave[3]. The result
is that all photons from light source L will go to detector
D1 and none will go to detector D2.
Now we place an opaque object (Obj) on the lower
path after mirror A. It will block light waves along the
lower path after reflection from mirror A, insuring that
all of the light arriving at beam splitter S2 had traveled
via path B. In this case there is no interference, and the
S2 beam splitter sends equal components of the incident
wave into to the two detectors.
Now suppose that we arrange for the light source L to
emit only one photon within a given time period. Then,
if we do the measurement with no opaque object on path
A, we should detect the photon at D1 100% of the time.
If we perform the same measurement with the opaque
object blocking path A, we should detect a photon at
D1 25% of the time, a photon at D2 25% of the time,
and should detect no photon at all 50% of the time (be-
cause it was removed by the object in path A). In other
words, the detection of a photon at D2 guarantees that
an opaque object is blocking path A, although no photon
has actually interacted with object. This is the essence of
the Elitzur and Vaidmann interaction-free measurement.
Note that if a photon is detected at detector D1, the
issue of whether an object blocks path A is unresolved.
However, in that case another photon can be sent into the
system. The net result of such a procedure is that 66%
of the time a photon will strike the object, resulting in
no detection signal, while 33% of the time a photon will
be detected at D2, indicating without interaction that an
object blocks the A path. Thus, the EV procedure has
an efficiency for non-interactive detection of 33%.
A Transactional Interpretation of the Elitzur and
Vaidmann Gedankenexperiment
The transactional interpretation of quantum
mechanics[1] considers any quantum event that in-
volves the exchange of conserved quantities (energy,
FIG. 3: Offer waves (a) | L-S1-A-S2-D1 > and (b) | L-S1-B-
S2-D1 >.
momentum, angular momentum, ...) and can be
represented by a matrix element to have formed in
three stages: (1) an “offer wave” (the usual retarded
wave function ψ or Dirac “ket” state vector | a >
originates from the “source” (the object supplying the
quantities transferred) and spreads through space-time
until it encounters the “absorber” (the object receiving
the conserved quantities); (2) the absorber responds
by producing an advanced “confirmation wave” (the
complex conjugate wave function ψ∗ or Dirac “bra”
state vector < a | which travels in the reverse time
direction back to the source, arriving with an amplitude
of ψψ∗; and (3) the source chooses between the possible
transactions i based on the strengths of the ψiψi∗
echoes it receives, and reinforces the selected transaction
repeatedly until the conserved quantities are transferred
and the potential quantum event becomes real. We
will apply this interpretation to the quantum events
of the Elitzur-Vaidmann interaction-free measurement
scenario.
In what follows we will explicitly indicate offer waves
by a specification of the path in a Dirac ket state vector,
and we will underline the symbols for optical elements at
which a reflection has occurred. Confirmation waves will
similarly be indicated by a Dirac bra state vector, and
will indicate the path considered by listing the elements
in the time-reversed path with reflections underlined.
Consider first the situation in which no object is
present in path A as shown in Fig. 3. The offer waves
from L to detector D1 are | L-S1-A-S2-D1 > and | L-S1-
B-S2-D1 >. They arrive at detector D1 in phase because
the offer waves on both paths have been transmitted once
and reflected twice. The offer wave from L initially has
unit amplitude, but the splits at S1 and S2 each reduce
the wave amplitude by 1/
√
2, so that each wave, hav-
ing been split twice, has an amplitude of 12 as it reaches
detector D1. Therefore, the two offer waves of equal am-
plitude and phase interfere constructively, reinforce, and
produce a confirmation wave that is initially of unit am-
plitude.
Similarly, the offer waves from L to detector D2 are
| L-S1-A-S2-D2 > and | L-S1-B-S2-D2 >. They arrive
at detector D2 180
0 out of phase, because the offer wave
on path A has been reflected three times while the offer
wave on path B has been transmitted twice and reflected
3FIG. 4: (a) Offer waves | L-S1-A-Obj > and (b) | L-S1-B-
S2-D1 > + | L-S1-B-S2-D2 >
once. Therefore, the two waves with amplitudes ± 12 in-
terfere destructively, cancel at detector D2, and produce
no confirmation wave.
The confirmation waves from detector D1 to L are
< D1-S2-A-S1-L | and < D1-S2-B-S1-L |. They arrive
back at the source L in phase because, as in the previ-
ous case, the confirmation waves on both paths have been
transmitted once and reflected twice. As before the splits
at S1 and S2 each reduce the wave amplitude by 1/
√
2, so
that each confirmation wave has an amplitude of 12 as it
reaches source L. Therefore, the two offer waves interfere
constructively, reinforce, and have unit amplitude. Since
the source L receives a unit amplitude confirmation wave
from detector D1 and no confirmation wave from detec-
tor D2, the transaction forms along the path from L to
D1 via A and B. The result of the transaction is that
a photon is always transferred from the source L to de-
tector D1 and that no photons can be transferred to D2.
Note that the transaction forms along both paths from L
to D1. This is a transactional account of the operation
of the Mach-Zender interferometer.
Now let us consider the situation when the object
blocks path A as shown in Fig. 4. The offer wave on
path A is | L-S1-A-Obj >. As before an offer wave on
path B is | L-S1-B-S2-D1 >, and it travels from L to
detector D1. The wave on path B also splits at S2 to
form offer wave | L-S1-B-S2-D2 >, which arrives at de-
tector D2. The splits at S1 and S2 each reduce the wave
amplitude by 1/
√
2, so that the offer wave at each de-
tector, having been split twice, has an amplitude of 12 .
However, the offer wave | L-S1-A-Obj > to the object in
path A, having been split only once, is stronger and has
amplitude of 1/
√
2.
In this situation, the source L will receive confirma-
tion waves from both detectors and also from the object.
These, respectively, will be confirmation waves < D1-S2-
B-S1-L |, < D2-S2-B-S1-L | and < Obj-A-S1-L |. The
first two confirmation waves started from their detectors
with amplitudes of 12 (the final amplitude of their respec-
tive offer waves) and have subsequently been split twice.
Therefore, they arrive at source L with amplitudes of 14 .
On the other hand, the confirmation wave from the ob-
ject initially has amplitude 1/
√
2, and it has been split
only once, so it arrives at the source with amplitude 12 .
The source L has one photon to emit and three con-
firmations to choose from, with round-trip amplitudes
(ψψ∗) of 14 to D1, 14 to D2, and 12 to the object. In
keeping with the probability assumption of the transac-
tional interpretation and Born’s probability law, it will
choose with a probability proportional to these ampli-
tudes. Therefore, the emitted photon goes to D1 25%
of the time, to D2 25% of the time, and to the object
in path A 50% of the time. As we have seen above, the
presence of the object in path A modifies the detection
probabilities so that detector D2 will receive
1
4 of the
emitted photons, rather than none of them, as it would
do if the object were absent.
We note that there are also “aborted” confirmation
waves < D1-S2-Obj | and < D2-S2-Obj | from D1 and
D2 along path A, which are intercepted by the back side
of the interposed object. They cannot form a transaction
because they cannot connect with the source L.
How can the transfer of non-classical knowledge be un-
derstood in terms of the transactional account of the pro-
cess? In the case where there is an object in the A path,
it is probed both by the offer wave from L and by the
aborted confirmation waves from D1 and D2. When we
detect a photon at D1, (i.e., when a transaction forms
between L and D1), the object has not interacted with
a photon (i.e., a transaction has not formed between L
and the object Obj). However, it has been probed by of-
fer and confirmation waves from both sides, which “feel”
its presence and modify the interference balance at the
detectors. Thus, the transactional interpretation gives
a simple explanation of the mystery of interaction-free
measurements.
Efficient Interaction-Free Measurement with the
Quantum Zeno Effect
P. G. Kwiat, et al[4], a collaboration based at LANL
and Innsbruck, have demonstrated both theoretically
and experimentally that the efficiency of an interaction-
free measurement can be increased from 33% in the EV
scheme to a value that is significantly larger. In fact, the
efficiency can be made to approach 100%, depending on
how many times N it is possible to cycle the incident pho-
ton through the measurement apparatus. Their scheme
is shown in Fig. 5.
Here a light source L supplies photons that are hori-
zontally (H) polarized. These are injected (In) into an
optical “racetrack” that is capable of cycling a photon
around in a closed rectangular loop N times before ex-
tracting it (Out) to an analyzing system. After injection,
the photon passes through an optical polarization rotator
element (R) that changes its direction of linear polariza-
tion by an angle θ = pi/2N . Note that if N is large, this
rotation is small.
The photon then travels to a polarization beam splitter
(S1) that transmit horizontally polarized (H) light and
4FIG. 5: Quantum Zeno arrangement for high efficiency
interaction-free measurements
reflects vertically polarized (V ) light. The object (Obj)
to be measured may (or may not) be placed in the V
beam path. Downstream of the object position, the H
and V photon components enter a second polarization
beam splitter (S2) that recombines them into a single
beam. The recombined photon then cycles back through
the apparatus. After N cycles, the photon is extracted
and sent to a third polarization beam splitter (S3) that,
depending on its polarization, routes it to a pair of pho-
ton detectors (DH and DV ). This detection is, in effect,
a measurement of whether the photon’s final polarization
is horizontal or vertical.
If no object is in the V path, the polarization split
and recombination has no net effect. The polarization
rotator rotates the plane of polarization N times, each
time by an angle of pi/2N . The cumulative rotation is
therefore a rotation of pi/2. Therefore, a photon that
was initially polarized horizontally (H) will emerge from
the apparatus with vertical (V ) polarization and will be
detected by photon detector DV .
On the other hand, if an object is placed in the V path,
the H and V beams are not recombined, so the split
at the first polarization beam splitter (S1) is in effect
a polarization measurement. From Malus’ Law, there
is a probability PH = cos
2(pi/2N) that the photon will
survive each such horizontal polarization measurement
and emerge in a pure state of horizontal (H) polarization.
After each cycle in which the photon survives, it is reset
to its initial state of horizontal (H) polarization, so that
when it is extracted after N cycles it and will be detected
by photon detector DH . In each cycle, there is a small
probability (1 − PH) that the photon will be projected
into a state of pure vertical (V ) polarization, will travel
on the V path, will interact with the object, and will be
removed from the process.
In summary, if the object is not present, the emerging
photon will be detected by the DV detector 100% of the
time. If the object is present, the emerging photon will
FIG. 6: Unfolding of the Quantum Zeno measurement (no
object) for high efficiency interaction-free measurements
FIG. 7: Unfolding of the Quantum Zeno measurement with
an object present.
be detected by the DH detector with a probability PD =
PN
H
= cos2N (pi/2N), and the photon will interact with
the object and be removed with a probability PR = 1 −
PN
H
= 1− cos2N (pi/2N). We note that when N is large,
PD ≈ 1− (pi/2)2/N and PR ≈ (pi/2)2/N . Therefore, the
probability of removal decreases as 1/N and goes to zero
as N goes to infinity. Therefore, the procedure greatly
improves the efficiency of interaction-free measurements.
For example, when the number of passes N is equal to
5 the measurement is 60% efficient. With N = 10 it is
78% efficient, and with N = 20 it is 88% efficient.
A Transactional Interpretation of Quantum Zeno
Interaction-Free Measurement
Fig. 6 shows an unfolding of the quantum-Zeno
interaction-free measurement, for the case where no ob-
ject is placed in the V beam.
The recycled path is represented as a linear sequence of
incremental rotations, beam splittings, and beam recom-
binations. It should be clear from the diagram that the
successive splittings and recombinations have no net ef-
fect. On the other hand, the N successive rotations have
the cumulative effect of a pi/2 rotation that converts the
initial horizontally polarized photons into vertically po-
larized photons by the time they reach the final beam
splitter and the detector DV .
From the point of view of the transactional interpreta-
tion, the initial offer wave leaves the light source L and is
then successively rotated, split, and recombined. These
operations do not reduce the amplitude, so the offer wave
reaches detector DV at full strength. The confirmation
wave from DV travels back along the same path and ar-
rives back at L at full strength, thereby completing the
transaction. The situation when an absorber is present
and there is no interaction is shown in Fig. 7.
Now the object Obj blocks the path V of the vertically
polarized beam after the splitter, so only the photons on
the H path can reach the detector system. The net effect
5FIG. 8: Paths of detector confirmation waves in the unfolded
Quantum Zeno measurement with an object present.
of this is that after each incremental rotation, the beam
is reset to the H state and passes straight through the
final splitter without deflection to reach detector DH .
From the point of view of the transactional interpreta-
tion, the initial offer wave leaves the light source L and at
each rotation and splitting the intensity of the offer wave
that will reach detector DH is reduced by cos(pi/2N), so
that the net intensity at the detector is cosN (pi/2N). At
the mth split (for m=1 to N), an offer wave of intensity
cosm−1(pi/2N) sin(pi/2N) travels to the object Obj and
may interact with it. The confirmation wave from each
of these potential interactions will travel back to the light
source L with the same reduction factor, so that the net
probability of an interaction following the mth split is
cos2(m−1)(pi/2N) sin2(pi/2N).
The path of offer waves from the detector DH is shown
in Fig. 8.
The confirmation wave leaves detectorDH with an am-
plitude of cosN (pi/2N), the final amplitude of the offer
wave. As the confirmation wave travels back to the light
source L, at each of the N splits it is reduced in intensity
by a factor of cos(pi/2N). Thus its net intensity at L
will be cos2N (pi/2N), which is just the probability that
the detection event will occur. At each split, there is a
component of the confirmation wave that takes the lower
path in Fig. 8 and ends at object Obj. However, these
components cannot form a transaction, since they cannot
connect back to the light source L.
As before, the object Obj in the V path is probed both
by the offer wave from L and by the aborted confirmation
wave from DH . When we detect a photon at DH , (i.e.,
when a transaction forms between L and DH), the object
Obj has not interacted with a photon (i.e., a transaction
has not formed between L and Obj), but the object has
been probed repeatedly by weak offer and confirmation
waves from both sides. As the number of passes N is in-
creased and the efficiency of the measurement approaches
100%, the amplitudes of these probe waves grows weaker
as their number increases. It also becomes clear why,
even when the object does not interact with a photon,
the possibility of interactions is required. If the inter-
action probability were zero, the offer and confirmation
waves would not be blocked by the interposed object and
the measurement would not have been possible.
Conclusion
We have found that the transactional interpretation
of quantum mechanics has provided a straightforward
and economical account of interaction free measurements
of the Elitzur-Vaidmann type. It has explained the
source of the non-classical information that is obtained
from such interaction-free measurements. It also pro-
vides some support for the transactional interpretation,
since offer and confirmation waves that are not a part of
a transaction play key roles in the measurement process.
We have also shown how, in two rather complicated
experiments in quantum optics the transactional inter-
pretation can be used to visualize the processes involved,
even when the outcome leads to counter intuitive and
non-classical results. This demonstrates the power of the
transactional interpretation as a tool for experimental
design and analysis.
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